Precise nature of MBL transitions in both random and quasiperiodic (QP) systems remains elusive so far. In particular, whether MBL transitions in QP and random systems belong to the same universality class or two distinct ones has not been decisively resolved. Here we investigate MBL transitions in one-dimensional (d = 1) QP systems as well as in random systems by state-of-the-art real-space renormalization group (RG) calculation. Our real-space RG shows that MBL transitions in 1D QP systems are characterized by the critical exponent ν ≈ 2.4, which respects the Harris-Luck bound (ν > 1/d) for QP systems. Note that ν ≈ 2.4 for QP systems also satisfies the Harris-CCFS bound (ν > 2/d) for random systems, which implies that MBL transitions in 1D QP systems are stable against weak quenched disorder since randomness is Harris irrelevant at the transition. We shall briefly discuss experimental means to measure ν of QP-induced MBL transitions.
About one decade ago, Anderson localization in noninteracting systems [1, 2] was generalized to many-body localization (MBL) in quantum many-body systems with interactions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Isolated systems in MBL phases cannot thermalize where eigenstates thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [10] [11] [12] does not apply. In contrast to thermal systems, entanglement entropy of highly excited eigenstates of MBL systems obey the area law rather than volume law [13] , which renders various exotic properties such as extensive emergent integrable operators [14, 15] and protected quantum order in excited states [16] [17] [18] . More intriguingly, MBL transitions separating ergodic and MBL phases [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] are so-called eigenstate phase transitions which can occur for each highly excited eigenstate with finite energy-density. For highly excited eigenstate across a MBL transition, entanglement entropy shifts from the volume law in thermal phases to the area law in MBL phases. This novel behavior cannot fit into the framework of conventional equilibrium phase transitions where entanglement entropy at finite temperature satisfies the volume law in both sides of transitions.
Currently there are two known mechanisms for MBL: one by random disorder and the other by quasiperiodic (QP) potential. The former has been extensively studied for years, while the latter attracted increasing attentions very recently [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] partly due to its accessibility in cold-atom experiments [36] [37] [38] [39] . Recently, an exact diagonalization (ED) study [40] indicated that MBL transitions in random systems and in QP systems belongs to two distinct university classes. Nonetheless, as ED studies are limited to models with relatively small size (L up to about 20), finite-size effect could be severe enough preventing to draw decisive conclusions. So far reliable study of universal properties of MBL transitions in QP models with much larger system size is still lacking. Therefore, it is highly desired to compute critical exponents by investigating systems with sufficiently large size to reliably address important questions such as: (i) whether QP MBL transitions is stable or not against weak randomness; (ii) whether MBL transitions in QP and random systems belongs to the same universality class.
MBL Thermal
Novel real-space renormalization group (RSRG) approach was recently developed [41] [42] [43] to investigate critical behaviors of MBL transitions in random systems with much larger size compared to ED. It is probably the only numerical approach so far that obtained critical exponents satisfying the Harris-CCFS bound (ν > 2/d) [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] for randomness-driven MBL transitions. However, directly employing this approach to study MBL transitions in QP systems encounters serious problems. Here we propose a different RSRG approach by taking important microscopic details into account, which is more suitable to study MBL transitions in QP systems. By utilizing this improved approach, we can access 1D QP systems with size of order 1000, which is sufficiently large to investigate critical properties of MBL transitions. We systematically analyze different scenarios of MBL transitions using our RSRG approach, and come to conclusions that the critical exponent ν ≈ 2.4 for QP-driven MBL transitions. This value of ν is in agreement with the Harris-CCFS bound (ν > 2/d), indicating that QP-induced MBL criticality can survive against weak randomness, as shown in the schematic RG flow in Fig. 1 .
Model:
We consider the following one-dimensional spinless fermion model with interactions:
where c † i creates a fermion at site i, n i = c † i c i is the fermion density operator, t ij labels the hopping amplitude between sites i and j, V is the interaction between nearest-neighboring (NN) sites, and W i represents the onsite potential which can vary from site to site. Note that W i can be a random potential with uniform distribution W i ∈ [0, W ] for the random case or a cosine potential W i = W cos(2παi + φ) with quasi-periodicity α and phase φ (for simplicity, we set the irrational number α =
as the golden ratio hereafter) for the QP case. Note that the QP potential has long-range correlation as
2 cos(2παj) which is in contrast to random potential without long-range correlation. In the limit of vanishing interaction V = 0, the system with random potential is in the Anderson localization (AL) phase for any finite randomness W > 0. For finite interaction V , the system with random potential would stay in the localized phase when the interaction V is sufficiently weak but can go across the MBL phase transitions into an ergodic phase when V exceeds a critical value. The nature of this MBL transition has been extensively studied [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Here we shall focus on the case of QP potential. In the limit of vanishing interaction V , the Hamiltonian with QP potential W i is so-called Aubry-André (AA) model [49, 50] . The AA model has been extensively studied; it provides an example of single-particle localization in 1D with finite critical potential strength but without singleparticle mobility edge. There have been various generalizations of the AA model [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . It turns out that generalized AA models usually possess single-particle mobility edge which indicates that the original AA model with only NN hopping is not generic in the family of QP models. Henceforth, we consider both NN hopping t and next-nearest-neighborhood (NNN) hopping t such that this extended AA model could describe more realistic and generic systems [36] [37] [38] [39] . For this extended AA model with a sufficiently strong QP potential W , all single-particle states are localized. Then, increasing the interaction V will presumably induce a MBL transition when V exceeds a critical value V c . We shall employ the real-space RG to study this putative MBL transition to address intriguing questions such as whether the MBL transition induced by QP potential is robust against weak random quenched disorder.
Real-space RG approach: In order to study the MBL transition in QP systems, we develop a RSRG approach by taking microscopic details into account, which goes beyond the previous RSRG approaches. We first briefly recapitulate the RSRG approach employed in studying the MBL transition in random systems [43] .
The basic idea of RSRG is the assumption of scaling invariance near the MBL transition and the hierarchy of resonance clusters which can be constructed through iterations. To determine the structure of resonance clusters, one need to track the RG flow of two basic sets of simplified parameters between every two clusters: tunneling amplitude Γ ij (namely matrix element for transitions between different clusters) and typical energy mismatch ∆E ij .
For the initial condition or data input for Γ and ∆E, the PVP RSRG assumes ∆E ij = |µ i − µ j | (µ i is the onsite potential at i and it takes box distribution for the case of random disorder) and Γ ij = V exp (− |i − j| /x 0 ) (x 0 is the localization length and single-particle localization length is usually used as an approximation). Simply using chemical potential and sites positions as input data works well for studying MBL transitions in random systems, but encounters serious problems for studying MBL transitions in QP systems. In fact, if insisting to employ the original algorithm to study QP systems, one would obtain physical observables whose dependence with W is not smooth. For reasons why the adiabatic approximation fails in QP systems, see Supplemental Materials.
To be capable of studying MBL transitions in QP systems, we improved the RSRG algorithm by making full use of the microscopic information of QP Hamiltonians. Specifically, we employ true spectrums of the singleparticle Hamiltonian and localization centers of singleparticle wave-functions as input data, rather than using the simplified ones. By doing this, we avoid the approximation caused by oversimplifications in the original approach. For technical details of the RSRG approach developed in the present work, see Supplemental Materials. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that critical exponents for MBL transitions in QP systems can be obtained from RG analysis of models with sufficiently large system size (L order of 1000).
Results: In performing real-space RG calculations of the interacting QP systems, we employ normalized entanglement entropy (EE) s to analyze critical behaviors of the MBL transitions for the following two reasons. Firstly, entanglement entropy can be derived simply from the configurations and distributions of final resonance cluster structures; secondly, EE satisfies the scaling form as
, where f is some unspecified function, L is the linear size of the system, and ν is the correlation (localization) length critical exponent.
Our RSRG results of normalized EE for various QP strength W and various system size L are shown in Fig. 2 , where we choose t = 0.1t and V = 0.5t. As mentioned before, the non-interacting extended AA model with finite NNN hopping t can have mobility edge in single-particle spectrum for 1.5 W 2.6. Note that many-body mobility edges or exotic non-ergodic metal phase may occur between fully thermal and fully localized phases [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] 
when weak interactions are added into non-interacting QP models with single-particle mobility edge (SPME).
To understand the precise nature of such putative phases as well as the role SPME plays in such phases, more future works are desired. Nonetheless, for sufficiently strong QP potential W that can localize all single-particle states, a full MBL phase should naturally emerge when weak interactions are added. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2 , the EE for all L cross reasonably at the putative critical point W = W c ≈ 3.36 where all single-particle states are fully localized without single-particle mobility edge. As mentioned above, the EE around the transition should satisfy the scaling form. Thus, we perform the scaling collapse, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 , to extract the value of the critical exponent ν [61] . The obtained result ν = 2.4 ± 0.3 for the MBL transition in QP systems without quenched randomness is consistent with the Harris-Luck criterion (ν > 1/d) of QP systems [47] . Moreover, this value of ν is also in agreement with the Harris-CCFS bound (ν > 2/d), implying that the MBL transition in QP systems is Harris stable against sufficiently weak randomness since the quenched randomness is Harris irrelevant at the QP MBL transition.
Note that the result of ν ≈ 2.4 for QP MBL transitions in the present work is not in accord with the one in Ref. [40] , where ν ∼ 1 was obtained through exact diagonalization (ED) calculations of models with relatively small system size (L ≤ 18) and where the randomness was considered as Harris relevant due to the value of ν obtained by their ED calculations does not respect the Harris-CCFS bound (ν > 2/d). The result of ν of the present paper derived from real-space RG calculations of models with system size up to L = 1000 should have significantly less finite-size effect that ED calculations of models with system size (L up to 20 ∼ 30). Consequently, we reasonably conclude that weak randomness should be Harris irrelevant, rather than relevant, at the MBL transition of QP systems without quenched randomness, as shown in the schematic RG flow in Fig. 1 . If MBL transitions induced by QP and by randomness belong to the same university class, they should feature the same ν. Thus, we further performed RSRG calculations of models with quenched randomness; the results of normalized EE for different randomness W and different system size L are shown in Fig. 3 . From the scaling collapse shown in the inset of Fig. 3 , we obtained the critical exponent ν = 3.1 ± 0.3 for the MBL transitions induced by quenched randomness. This result is quite consistent with the one (ν = 3.2 ± 0.3) obtained by previous RSRG studies [41] [42] [43] , which indicates that our RSRG algorithm works well not only for QP systems but also for systems with quenched randomness. Since the result of ν ≈ 3.1 for randomness-induced MBL transitions is significantly different from the result of ν ≈ 2.4 of QP-induced MBL transitions, we believe that it is quite likely that they belong to two distinct universality classes. The results on critical behavior of both cases are summarized in TABLE I. Nonetheless, due to the difference between the values of ν for two cases are not that large after taking the errorbar into consideration, the RSRG results obtained in the present work could not fully rule out the possibility that MBL transitions driven by randomness and by QP potentials belong to the same universality class.
Discussions and concluding remarks: Note that the normalized EE curves of the QP systems shown in Fig. 2 are less smooth than the ones of random systems shown in Fig. 3 . This may provide some insights to understand the difference between two seemingly distinct universality classes. We think that the less smooth behaviors of the QP case should be related to the multifractal properties of single-particle spectrum and wavefunctions of QP systems. In contrast to the random case where distribution of energy mismatch between neighboring localized single-particle eigenstates is continuous and smooth, the single-particle level mismatch between neighboring localized wavefunctions in QP systems possesses a self-similar feature with several gaps between sub-bands. Consequently, due to the fractal structure and gaps in the distribution of energy mismatch in QP systems, initial input data as well as final results of RSRG may show less smooth behaviours (even cusps) compared to the random case. We now discuss experimental ways to measure the critical exponent ν associated with the QP-induced MBL transitions, which could ultimately answer the question whether the QP MBL transition is stable or not against weak quenched randomness. One way of extracting the critical exponent ν is to experimentally measure transport properties in the Griffith region around MBL transitions. Specifically, the divergent behavior of dynamical exponent z in the Griffith region around the MBL critical point W c is related with ν: z(W ) ∼ 1 (W −Wc) ν . z > 2 for subdiffusive transport in Griffith region while z = 2 for diffusive transport. Despite there are no randomness-induced rare regions in QP systems, Griffith region still appears around the QP-induced MBL transition [38, 62, 63] since rare regions can appear from preparing initial states. In Griffith region of 1D QP systems, subdiffusive behaviors should emerge. To probe subdiffusive transport experimentally, one can measure time dependence of density imbalance I(t), which is defined as I =
Ne−No
Ne+No with N e/o the number of particles on even (odd) sites of 1D lattices. If the system is prepared with all atoms residing on even sites, the decaying behaviors of imbalance I after a long time can be used as a sign to distinguish between ergodic and MBL phases. In the putative Griffith region, the imbalance I should decay in a power law [38, 42] I(t) ∼ t −1/z . Thus, by measuring time dependence of imbalance I, the Griffith region and the dynamic exponent z(W ) as a function of W around MBL transition W c can be determined. From the behaviours of z(W ), one can extract ν which could ultimately help to determine the universality class of the MBL transitions in QP systems.
In conclusion, we improved the RSRG approach to make it more versatile to study models with qualitatively different disorders, especially suitable for studying MBL transitions in systems with QP potentials. Moreover, it paves one way for further investigations of MBL criticality in various types of models, such as the ones with longer-range hoppings, different dimensions, or different interactions. In the present paper, the critical exponent ν of MBL transitions in 1D QP systems obtained from our RSRG calculations satisfies the Harris-CCFS bound (ν > 2/d) for random systems, which suggests that the MBL transition in 1D QP systems is Harris stable against weak quenched randomness. It would be interesting to study MBL transitions and their universal properties in higher-dimensional QP systems by employing this RSRG approach in the future.
Instead of using the chemical potential and the site position as approximation in the original RSRG proposal, we employ the characteristic positions r(i) of single-particle wave functions and corresponding real energy eigenvalue E(i) as the initial input of our improved RSRG algorithm. This improvement makes the algorithm more universal and accurate. Especially, such preprocessing is necessary for system with QP potentials. Though the original simple approximation works well in systems with random potentials it fails in QP potential case. The reason for the difference is based on the distinct behaviors between the two cases when we turn on the hopping term (in fermion language).
When the hopping t = 0, the non-interacting system is fully localized; onsite potential and site position represent accurate input data for the RG process. When hopping terms are finite, the single-particle wave-functions now have certain width broadening across many sites. Moreover, energy spectrums of wave-functions are shifted from the value of onsite potentials. All such shifts can be viewed as adiabatic change in the case of quenched random disorder, but such approximation fails for the case of QP potential. The spectrum for single-particle energy cannot be adiabatically connected to onsite potential due to the gap in the spectrum of the AA model, while onsite potential simply has the continuous spectrum.
In other words, if t = 0, the energy spectrum of the non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian is the same as the distribution of chemical potentials, which is gapless for uniform distributed random variable case as well as for QP potential case. But if we turn on the hopping term t, the energy spectrum in random potential cases is still gapless, and this fact allows the above explanation as an adiabatic approximation. Adiabatic approximation justifies the success of the original RSRG approach in random case. However, the energy spectrum in QP potential cases has a finite gap when t = 0. We think that this ruins applicability of the adiabatic approximation and leads to a failure of the original RSRG algorithm.
After we have information about the (characteristic) position and energy level of each wave function, we can use the initial value of the two key quantities to start the RG iterative process: tunneling strength Γ and energy level mismatch ∆E. The philosophy behind RSRG iterative process depends on these two basic simplified parameters between every two clusters: tunneling amplitude Γ ij (namely matrix element for transitions between different clusters) and typical energy mismatch ∆E ij (namely many-body level spacing for newly formed clusters including clusters ij). The key iterative procedure of such RG is to merge all clusters with Γ ij > ∆E ij on each step, and then calculate new sets of renormalized parameters Γ and ∆E by corresponding formulas for newly generated cluster structures. Specifically, for initial condition we have:
where ξ is localization length and V is the characteristic value of interactions in H int . For the case of QP potential, AA model gives the result ξ = 1 log W/2 . Now we are ready to run the iterative process of RSRG. Initially, each position of wave function is recognized as one of the initial clusters. According to tunneling strength and energy mismatch defined between every two clusters, a resonating bond between the two clusters i and j is assigned if Γ ij > ∆E ij . During each RG step, all clusters connected by a path of resonating bonds are merged into a new cluster. Therefore new data of Γ, ∆E can be derived based on the iterative formula (see Ref. [43] in the main text for details and we adopt their conventions and implementation on the iterative process of RSRG).
The RG iterative process terminates when no new resonant bond forms. In other words, when the cluster structure receives no modifications by RG. Now we have the fixed point cluster structure for each disorder configuration. We can carry out measurements on the normalized entanglement entropy s in this system based on the final cluster structure after RG. The normalized EE is calculated by s =
, where we sum over all clusters C crossing the half cut of the system and C L/R represents the number of sites in the left/right side of the cluster C. After we calculate the normalized entanglement entropy s for each disorder configuration, we can perform the disorder average to obtain s.
We perform RSRG calculations for different Hamiltonian parameters and different system size L. By collecting all data, we can apply finite-size scaling analysis to extract critical exponents. The guiding scaling formula is s = f [(W − W c )L 1/ν ]: where the critical potential W c can be located by crossing point of entanglement entropy density from different sizes, and the critical exponent ν can be extracted by standard scaling collapse. For a more systematic and quantitative approach to extract critical exponent, see the finite-size scaling analysis method in the appendix of Ref. [61] in the main text. We adopt their strict analysis on the finite-size scaling by taking the errorbar of outputs from our RG calculation into consideration.
